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Automating Surface Flatness Control using Terrestrial

Laser Scanning and Building Information Models

Frédéric Bosché∗, Emeline Guenet∗∗

School of the Built Environment,
Heriot-Watt University,

EH14 4AS, Edinburgh, UK

Abstract

Current practice in the control surface flatness requires a significant amount
of time and labour, and delivers results based on few sample measurements.
Developments of Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) and Building Informa-
tion Modelling (BIM) offer great opportunities to achieve a leap forward in
the efficiency and completeness of dimensional control operations. This pa-
per presents an approach that demonstrates the value of this integration for
surface flatness control. The approach employs the Scan-vs-BIM principle
of Bosché and Haas (2008) [1] to segment TLS point clouds acquired on-site,
by matching each point to the corresponding object in the BIM model. The
novel approach then automatically applies two different standard flatness
control techniques, Straightedge and F-Numbers, to the TLS points asso-
ciated to each floor, and concludes with regard to their compliance with
given tolerances. The approach is tested and validated using data from two
actual concrete slabs. Results confirm the suitability of using TLS for con-
ducting standard dimensional controls, and validate the performance of our
system when compared to traditional measurements methods (in terms of
both quality and efficiency). Furthermore, a novel straightedge generation
method is proposed and demonstrated that enables more complete and ho-
mogeneous analysis of floor flatness for insignificant additional processing
times.

Keywords: laser scanning, BIM, quality control, surface, slab, flatness,
regularity
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1. Introduction1

Methods and measurement tools for dimensional quality control in the2

construction industry have evolved significantly in the recent time. While3

traditional tools like tapes, plumb bobs and gauges are still widely used,4

more advanced laser-based technologies are now also available that include5

hand-held laser distance measurers and total stations. These new mea-6

surement technologies make single measurements with significantly better7

accuracy and precision. However, their utilisation remains labour and time-8

intensive [2, 3, 4], and as a result their use must rely (heavily) on sampling9

techniques. For example, the measurement of wall verticality using total10

stations is conducted by measuring only a few points at different heights11

along horizontally (sparsely) -spaced vertical lines. Similarly, the measure-12

ment of warehouse floor slabs with defined-movement areas is conducted13

by measuring the vertical deviation from the horizontal plane at discrete14

points along the manually identified centre lines of the lifting equipment’s15

wheel paths [5] – as opposed to the entire width of the wheels or even the16

entire width of the equipment path. The risk with such partial measure-17

ments is that locations presenting discrepancies larger than specified can18

remain undetected, leading surveyors to wrong conclusions with potentially19

detrimental consequences [3, 6]. Furthermore, it can be argued that the20

significant involvement of humans in the process adds the risk of manual21

errors [2, 3, 4, 6]. There is thus a need for approaches that enable more com-22

plete (i.e. dense) and reliable dimensional measurement, without requiring23

disproportionate amounts of human interaction and time.24

Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) and Building Information Modelling25

(BIM) are increasingly used in the Architectural, Engineering, Construction26

and Facilities Management industry (AEC&FM) due to the significant per-27

formance improvements that they can support. In the UK, they have been28

identified as two of the main industry innovations with significant potential29

to help it achieve a 15%-25% reduction in capital project costs [7].30

TLS is a modern technology that is revolutionizing surveying works. As31

highlighted in numerous previous research works (e.g. [2, 3, 4, 6]), TLS can32

provide surveyors with the means to conduct far more complete (dense)33

measurements in relatively short times, which would in turn lead to more34
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reliable dimensional control results. However, its use in practice remains35

limited essentially because of some concerns regarding level of measurement36

accuracy it provides, and the time required to manually process the data to37

extract the dimensions of interest.38

This paper presents a novel approach that integrates TLS and BIM to39

significantly automate the processing of TLS data, and hence the overall40

control process. The system automatically (1) identifies the TLS data cor-41

responding to each floor in the 3D model, and (2) applies control procedures.42

The approach is demonstrated here in the case of surface regularity/flatness43

quality control, with the application of the two common standard flatness44

control procedures, the Straightedge and F-Numbers methods. The ap-45

proach achieves results that compare favourably with those obtained using46

traditional measurement techniques. Furthermore, a novel variation of the47

straightedge measurement technique is presented that enables more com-48

plete flatness controls with negligible additional processing time.49

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 first reviews50

existing methods for conducting floor regularity control, and then analyses51

how the integration of TLS and BIM can enable a leap forward in the effi-52

ciency and completeness of dimensional control operations. The proposed53

approach and implemented system are then presented in Sections 3 to 6.54

Results of the experiments conducted to test and validate the proposed sys-55

tem are reported and analysed in Sections 7 and 8. Conclusions are finally56

drawn and recommendations for future work made in Section 9.57

2. Background58

2.1. Surface Flatness Quality/Compliance Control59

Surface flatness, or surface regularity, is “the deviation in height of the60

surface [...] over short distances in a local area” [8]. The control of surface61

regularity can be done using different methods, such as: the Straightedge62

method [8, 9], the F-Numbers method [9, 10], the TR34 method [5] and the63

Waviness Index method [11]. In the following, we focus on the two most64

common and as well as differing ones:65

� The Straightedge method [8, 12, 13, 9] that is traditionally and66

commonly used; and67

� The F-Numbers method [9, 10, 14] that is mathematically more68

complex, but more complete and somewhat easier to implement.69
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2.1.1. Straightedge Method70

In the Straightedge method, the surveyor lays a straightedge at differ-71

ent locations on the surface and measures the maximum deviation under it,72

preferably using a stainless steel slip gauge [8]. The deviation is then com-73

pared to a tolerance to validate or reject the level of flatness of the surface.74

A long straightedge (2m in Europe, 3m in the USA) is used to control global75

flatness, while a smaller ruler (0.2m in Europe, 0.3m in the USA) can be76

used to control local flatness.1 Control of global flatness enables the discov-77

ery of larger deformations, like bending; while local flatness is measured to78

identify little gaps or bumps on the slab.79

In the UK, standard tolerances when controlling flatness in concrete80

structures using the Straightedge method are provided in BS EN 13670 [12]81

(UK implementation of the European Standard EN 13670) that specifies82

global and local flatness tolerances for ‘moulded or smoothed surfaces’, and83

‘not moulded surfaces’ (see Table 1). In [13], CONSTRUCT publishes dif-84

ferent tolerances (see Table 1). While complying with BS EN 13670, these85

tolerances are more specific, referring to four different standard types of86

surfaces – formed and unformed surfaces, and with basic, ordinary or plain87

finishes (see Table 1).88

The specifications provided in [12, 13] are not specific to floor surfaces.89

In contrast, the multi-part standard BS 8204 [8] provides tolerances specif-90

ically for the surface regularity of direct finished base slabs or levelling91

screeds (see Table 1). It is notable that these tolerances are only for global92

flatness (i.e. deviation under a 2m straightedge); local flatness is surpris-93

ingly not considered. Furthermore, this standard does not refer to the same94

types of finishes as [12] or [13]. Instead, three different levels of standard95

are defined: SR1, SR2 and SR3, with SR1 the highest standard.96

In the USA, tolerances for concrete slab flatness are provided in ACI97

117 [10]. Similarly to BS 8204, ACI 117 provides tolerances for 100% com-98

pliance – i.e. 100% of the straightedge deviations measurements must be99

below the given tolerance. However, in contrast with BS 8204, it also re-100

quires a second set of tighter tolerances be defined for 90% compliance –101

i.e. 90% of the straightedge measurements must be within the given toler-102

1Note that the words flatness and levelness are not used consistently within standards
and the literature. In some sources, e.g. [8, 12, 13, 15], levelness refers to the departure
from the designed level, and thus does not relate to surface regularity; while in other
sources, e.g. [5, 10, 9, 14], it is used in reference to the global flatness (while the word
flatness relates to the local flatness). In this paper, the former nomenclature is used.
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ance [16] (see Table 1).103

Tolerance (mm)
Source Surface/Floor classification

Global Local
BS EN 13670 [12]

Not-Moulded surface 15 6
Moulded or smoothed surface 9 4

CONSTRUCT [13]
Basic unformed surface 12 5
Ordinary unformed surface 9 3
Ordinary surface 9 5
Plain surface 9 3

BS-8204 [8]
SR3 10 n/a
SR2 5 n/a
SR1 3 n/a

ACI 117 [10]

Conventional
(100%) 19 n/a
(90%) 13 n/a

Moderately flat
(100%) 16 n/a
(90%) 10 n/a

Flat
(100%) 10 n/a
(90%) 6 n/a

Table 1: Deviation tolerances for concrete surfaces as defined in BS EN 13670 [12] and
CONSTRUCT [13], and specifically for floors in BS 8204 [8] and ACI 117 [10]. Global
flatness is measured with a 2.0m straightedge (3.0m in [10]); Local flatness with a 0.2m
ruler (0.3m in [10]).

Surprisingly, none of the British standards above specifies where the straight-104

edge should be positioned on a given surface. A note in BS 8204 [8] only105

mentions that “the number of measurements required to check levels and106

surface regularity should be agreed between the parties concerned bearing in107

mind the standard required and the likely time and costs involved.”108

In the USA, ACI 117 [10] suggests that straightedges should be placed109

randomly on the surface. It further specifies that at least one sample must110

be taken for every 100 ft2 of floor area and that samples must be taken111

parallel, perpendicular, or at a 45◦ angle to the longest construction joint112

of the test area. It is however acknowledged that “there is no nationally113

accepted procedure for taking measurements or for establishing compliance114

of a test surface with this tolerance approach” [10].115

In France, the standard NF P11-213 [17] – standard for design and116

construction of concrete floors – recommends that a minimum of 10 mea-117
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surements should be conducted for each slab, but does not provide any118

further information as to where those measurements should be conducted.119

The only relevant information on this aspect was found in the CSTB “Avis120

technique 20/10-193*V1” [18] that suggests the use of a square grid of lines121

spaced by 1m.122

It is widely agreed that the Straightedge method is simple to understand,123

inexpensive and thus still widely used. However, it presents important124

deficiencies including:125

� The difficulty in testing large areas of floors;126

� The difficulty of randomly sampling floors; and127

� The inability to reproduce testing results.128

For these reasons, alternative approaches for floor profiling have emerged129

that are simpler and make use of modern measuring technologies, in partic-130

ular the F-Numbers method.131

2.1.2. F-Numbers Method132

ACI 117 [10] argues that the F-numbers method provides a “convenient133

means for specifying [and controlling] the local floor profile in statistical134

terms”. The F-Numbers method summarizes a floor profile with two num-135

bers:136

� FF: A statistically calculated number that takes into account the137

mean and standard deviations of sample measurements of 12in (∼0.3m)138

incremental curvatures. FF thus estimates the floor’s global flatness;139

and140

� FL: A statistically calculated number that takes into account the141

mean and standard deviations of sample measurements of 120in (∼3m)142

elevation differences. FL thus estimates the floor’s levelness.143

The higher the FF and FL numbers, the flatter the slab. ACI 302 [9] and ACI144

117 [10] note that, for random-traffic floors, two sets of FF/FL tolerances145

should be provided: one for the overall floor flatness, and one for the flatness146

of individual local floor sections – i.e. portions of the floors bounded by147

columns, walls and joints. Minimum local values are generally set at 67%148

of the specified overall values [9]. In ACI 117 [10], tolerances are provided149

for four different standard floor classes (see Table 2).150

The F-Numbers measurement method is described in detail in ASTM E151

1155-96 [14]. It consists in defining a grid of sampling lines (separated by at152

least 1m) on the surface of each floor section, measuring point elevation at153

regular 0.3m (12in.) intervals along each line, and finally calculating the FF154
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Floor Tolerances (FF /FL)
Classification Overall Local
Bull-floated 15/13 13/10
Conventional 20/15 15/10
Flat 30/20 15/10
Super Flat 50/30 25/15

Table 2: F-Number tolerances for concrete slabs for random-traffic floors [10, 5].

and FL values for each floor section and subsequently for the entire floor.155

Instruments that are most adequate to conduct the required measurements156

include optical levels, total stations, inclinometers or longitudinal differen-157

tial floor profilometers [14].158

While there is no direct relationship between F-Numbers and straight-159

edge millimeter deviations, some rough equivalences have been suggested160

between the gap under the 10ft (3m) straightedge and FF , as summarized161

in Table 3 [10]. Note that the Straightedge method does not require that162

straightedges be levelled, and thus cannot provide information on the floor’s163

levelness, and be in any way compared with FL.164

FF Gap (mm)
12 13
20 8
25 6
32 5
50 3

Table 3: Rough equivalences between FF and gaps under a 10-ft straightedge [10].

Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) and Building Information Modelling165

(BIM) are increasingly used in the Architectural, Engineering, Construc-166

tion and Facilities Management industry (AEC&FM) due to the significant167

performance improvements that they can support. Their value with re-168

gard to construction quality/compliance control is reviewed in the following169

sections.170

2.2. Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) for Quality/Compliance Control171

Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) is a novel technology that is revolu-172

tionizing surveying works. A laser scanner sweeps its entire surrounding173

space with laser light to acquire 3D data points with good accuracy, high174

density, and great speed. For example, the scanner used for the experiments175
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reported later can save points between 0.6m to 120m with a speed of up to176

976,000 points per second, producing a full scan of 10 million points in a177

matter of minutes, with a range measurement systematic error of ±2mm at178

10m and 25m, and a random error between 0.5mm and 2mm at 10m and179

25m [19] — it must be recognized these errors are indicative values that can180

vary significantly depending on the scanning context (material, scanning181

angle, etc).182

Point clouds provided by 3D laser scanners can be used directly for183

measurement and visualization, but can also be post-processed to extract184

underlying valuable information. Two important applications of TLS are185

as-built/as-is modelling [20, 21, 22, 23] and construction quality control [2,186

3, 24, 6].187

The potential of TLS for quality control has long been recognized [2], and188

many researchers have developed approaches to compute and display the189

deviations of laser scanned points with reference surfaces for visual inspec-190

tion of surfaces [3, 4, 25, 26]. However, these works focused on visualisation191

and did not consider the issue of detecting and characterizing defects.192

Akinci et al. [3] proposed a first formalization for integrating project193

3D models and sensor systems (in particular TLS) for construction quality194

control, i.e. defect detection and characterization. Bosché et al. [4] then195

presented a first implementation of such a system. The method uses what196

the authors later called the Scan-vs-BIM principle [27], where the TLS data197

is registered (i.e. aligned) in the coordinate system of the project 3D BIM198

model. This enables the system to automatically match TLS 3D data points199

to each BIM model object; and infer the recognition of those objects. In [4],200

the authors then demonstrate an approach for automatically characterizing201

positional deviations (i.e. deviations equivalent to rigid transformations,202

such as out-of-plumb deviations of columns) by applying a local fine regis-203

tration of the BIM model objects to the matched TLS data points. This204

approach cannot however assess local shape and surface irregularities (i.e.205

deviations equivalent to non-rigid local deformations, such as floor flatness).206

Regarding the assessment of surface regularity, Tang et al. [6, 28] have207

explored three algorithms for detecting and characterizing surface flatness208

deviation from TLS point clouds. Their main algorithm works in 3 stages:209

(1) Apply Gaussian noise filtering to the point cloud; (2) Fit a plane against210

the overall point cloud; and (3) Calculate the distance between each point211

and the overall plane. Two other varying algorithms are also considered.212

In the second algorithm, noise filtering is not applied at the beginning of213
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the process but to the map of distances of the points to the overall plane.214

In the third algorithm, a variation of step (3) is considered where, instead215

of directly calculating the distance of each point to the overall plane (an216

approach sensitive to noise), a sliding window is used to calculate a plane217

approximating the local surface at each point. The centre of the local plane218

is then used to calculate the deviation to the overall plane. Each window219

position produces a single measurement of deviation from the global refer-220

ence plane, and all deviations are combined to form the deviation image221

and estimate the overall slab deviation. While the third algorithm is theo-222

retically less sensitive to noise, Tang et al. report that in their experiments223

the first two algorithms actually achieved the best results.224

In contrast with existing surveying technologies, TLS provides dense225

measurements for entire surfaces. The methods proposed by Tang et al.226

[6, 28] take advantage of this and measure deviations over the entire surface227

– a significant advantage over the traditional F-Number and Straightedge228

methods that only conduct sparse sample measurements. However, despite229

a detailed analysis of their performance, the methods presented by Tang230

et al. characterize defects using metrics that are incompatible with current231

standards. As a result, it is difficult to assess the performance of their232

approaches for surface flatness control. In fact, to the knowledge of the233

authors, no work has been reported to date on the suitability of employing234

laser scanning for slab flatness control, and how it compares with existing235

methods.236

2.3. BIM for Construction Quality/Compliance Control237

BIM is an intelligent digital model -based process for creating and man-238

aging building and infrastructure projects more efficiently, economically and239

sustainably. It is a process change that is driven by significant technological240

innovations, at the heart of which is a semantically-rich and collaboratively241

generated and managed digital 3D BIM model [29].242

The value of BIM models with regard to specifications and compliance243

control is at two levels. First, the integration of specifications within BIM244

models would enable reliable and efficient issue and management of con-245

struction project specifications. NBS Create [30], released by NBS in 2013,246

is a software tool that enables just that: the automated identification and247

management of the standards and specifications relevant to all components248

present within a given BIM model. The user then simply needs to spec-249

ify the requirements identified by the system. Taking the example of an250

on-grade concrete floor, NBS Create can automatically link the relevant251
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standards (e.g. BS 8204) and specifications (e.g. straightedge or F-Number252

tolerances), and the user then simply needs to detail the required tolerances.253

Since BIM models are aimed at being collaboratively managed and shared254

among all participants, such integrated models would give contractors and255

surveyors access to all specifications relevant to the different project com-256

ponents in a unique location, and in standard digital format.257

Secondly, design BIM models (with integrated specifications) can sup-258

port more efficient and robust construction quality/compliance control. Boukamp259

and Akinci [24] presented an approach that uses a project 4D BIM model260

with integrated specifications and automatically generates for the surveyor261

the list of building components to be controlled along with the related spec-262

ifications based on the current construction progress. Their vision further263

included (a) the automated generation of detailed survey plans given those264

requirements and the available survey equipment; (b) the automated iden-265

tification of deviations by comparison of the design BIM model and as-built266

data captured by the survey equipment; and (c) the automated identifi-267

cation of defects by comparison of the deviations with the defined specifi-268

cations. However, no approach was proposed and demonstrated for those269

latter stages.270

As reviewed in Section 2.2, a first automated approach for the stage (b)271

of this vision is presented and demonstrated by Bosché et al. [4], and uses272

the design project BIM model as prior information for the processing of273

TLS data for dimensional quality control. However, this approach does not274

support the detection and characterization of local surface defects, such as275

floor irregularity.276

3. Contribution and System Overview277

The Straightedge method for floor flatness control is simple, but weak278

and laborious. The F-Numbers method is more robust and can be imple-279

mented more efficiently using dedicated modern tools. However, the two280

methods remain labour and time-consuming and only provide a localized,281

partial analysis of surface flatness.282

TLS and BIM models (augmented with specifications) offer great oppor-283

tunities with regard to construction quality/compliance control, including284

for floor flatness control [24]. However, TLS data processing methods inves-285

tigated to date either do not attempt to characterize surface deviations and286

thus detect defects in surface regularity [4], or focus on the performance of287
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TLS for single point deviation detection as opposed to overall floor regular-288

ity characterization [6]. Furthermore, none of these works has attempted289

to validate the use of laser scanning for floor regularity assessment by com-290

paring it with current approaches.291

In this paper, an approach is proposed that integrates TLS and BIM292

models and automatically characterizes floor flatness. The system assumes293

as input a BIM model augmented with specifications and a set of TLS294

scans acquired on site. It then uses the Scan-vs-BIM method of [31, 27] to295

align the TLS scans in the coordinate system of the BIM model, and match296

all TLS cloud points to the different BIM model components. Finally, it297

automatically applies the Straightedge or F-Numbers methods to control298

the compliance of floors. The diagram in Figure 1 summarizes this process.299

The advantages of this overall approach are:300

Integration/Automation: the process is almost entirely automated; the301

only step potentially requiring user input is the alignment of the TLS302

scans with the BIM model. Data processing is thus conducted very303

rapidly. Furthermore, the results can be automatically linked to the304

BIM model, so that they can be easily shared with and reviewed by305

other project stakeholders.306

Compatibility with current standards: the system applies current stan-307

dard methods for floor flatness specification and control, and is thus308

entirely compatible with them. An improvement of the Straightedge309

method is nonetheless proposed that takes advantage of the density310

of data available, and provides a more complete picture of the flatness311

of any given floor.312

The proposed approach was implemented in a software system and tested313

using real-life data from two concrete slabs. Results using the Straightedge314

method were particularly compared against those achieved manually.315

Section 4 quickly reviews the Scan-vs-BIM system used at the beginning316

of the process. Sections 5 and 6 then describe the developed implementa-317

tions of the Straightedge and F-Numbers methods, respectively.318

4. Scan-vs-BIM system319

The input of the proposed dimensional quality control system includes320

a 3D BIM model and a 3D point cloud (composed of one or more laser321

scans). The first step of the process consists in registering the point cloud322

in the coordinate system of the model (i.e. aligning the point cloud with the323

model). For this, we use the approach in [32] based on plane matches, but324
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Figure 1: The process followed in the proposed approach and implemented system for
floor flatness compliance control given a set of TLS scans acquired on site and the project
3D BIM model.

other approaches can be used (see [32] for a review). Then, each point of325

the point cloud is matched to a BIM model object (or none) using a metric326

combining two criteria:327

(1) proximity : orthogonal distance of the point on the BIM model object328

surfaces; and329

(2) surface normal similarity : similarity in orientation of the normals of the330

local surfaces around the TLS point and around its matched point in the331

BIM model — the matched point is the closest orthogonal projection332

of the TLS point on the BIM model objects.333

This step essentially achieves a full segmentation of the initial point clouds334

in a set of sub- point clouds matched to the different BIM model objects.335

Then, the recognition of each object is inferred by comparing the surface336

covered by the set of matching points with the expected covered surface.337
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Upon the completion of this process, the user can select any object (e.g. a338

floor) and visualize the points associated to it, e.g. colour-coded according339

to their deviations from the surface of the object. Figure 11, later in this340

article, illustrates this Scan-vs-BIM process.341

The performance of this process has already been demonstrated in [1, 31,342

27]; it has been shown to work particularly well for structural components343

(that include slabs). We direct the reader to [1, 31, 27] for a detailed344

presentation of the approach and its performance. We also refer the reader345

to the work of Kim et al. [33] who present a similar approach.346

5. Automated Straightedge Method for Flatness Control347

We have digitally encoded the Straightedge method for floor flatness348

control, so that it can be applied to most floors. In our implementation,349

the control procedure is divided in three steps:350

1. Data pre-processing: The input to this stage is the geometry of the351

floor and the point cloud associated to it. We assume that the floor’s352

geometry is expressed as a triangular mesh, a common representation353

that can be automatically generated from 3D object representations354

used by CAD/BIM systems. The first pre-processing step identifies355

the points that lay on the floor’s top face. The second step organizes356

those points in an array structure enabling efficient, directed point357

search.358

2. Generate Straightedges: The input to this stage is the geometry359

of the floor’s top face and the point cloud associated to it (orga-360

nized in the array structure). The process consists in generating valid361

straightedges of specified length by searching for appropriately spaced362

pairs of points in the point cloud, according or not to a pre-defined363

pattern. Valid straightedges must fulfil two requirements: have the364

required length (e.g. 2m); and be fully contained within the floor but365

not closer to its boundary than a defined distance.366

With regard to the positioning of the straightedges around the floor,367

we investigate three different generation patterns: Random, Grid-368

Square and Grid-Star.369

3. Associate TLS points to straightedges and calculate devia-370

tions and compliance: For each straightedge generated at Stage 2,371
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the system identifies the TLS cloud points located under the straight-372

edge, calculates the deviation for the straightedge, and ultimately373

decides on the compliance of the floor given the specified tolerances.374

These three stages are detailed in the sequel.375

Note that floors must be controlled by floor section, that is a continuous376

surface delimited by the floor boundary and/or joints. Floors should thus377

first be divided into conforming test sections. In our implementation, we378

assume that the 3D model already contains appropriately divided floors.379

5.1. Data Pre-Processing380

In this section, two important pre-processing steps are described. The381

first step identifies the set of TLS points from the floor’s top face. The382

second organizes those points in an array data structure that is used to383

conduct efficient, directed point searches.384

5.1.1. Points in the top face of the floor385

To identify the TLS points acquired from the floor’s top face, we build on386

the fact that the Scan-vs-BIM system employed in [31] not only associates387

points to each model object but further associates them to each triangular388

face defining the surface of the object. As a result, the points on the floor’s389

top face are easily identified as those associated to mesh faces with normal390

vectors pointing upwards.391

5.1.2. Point Search Array Structure392

Millions of points may be associated to the floor’s top face. In order to393

accelerate the search for points around the floor, a 2D square array struc-394

ture is created (see Figure 2). The orientation and extent of the array are395

determined using the two main directions of the floor (we use the horizontal396

directions of its bounding box) and a pre-defined array cell size, darray (we397

use darray=50mm). Each array cell is identified by an index tuple (i, j) –398

that convert into 2D coordinates on the floor plane – and has an associated399

list of the TLS points that are on the floor’s top face and that fall within400

the cell’s boundary.401

5.2. Generation of straightedges402

The system generates straightedges by selecting pairs of TLS points on403

the floor that are spaced by the necessary distance (e.g. 2m). The literature404

review (Section 2.1.1) highlighted that current standards do not prescribe405
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Figure 2: Illustration of the array structure used to accelerate point search on the floor’s
top face. The blue rectangle is the floor’s top face, the array is shown in orange.

the pattern in which straightedges should be positioned on the slab. But,406

the literature suggests that straightedges may be positioned randomly, or407

possibly along the lines of a square grid. In this research, these two as well408

as a third pattern were investigated:409

� Random: straightedges are randomly generated on the floor.410

� Grid-Square: a 2D square grid is created with grid lines spaced by 2m411

and oriented along the main directions of the floor. Straightedges are412

then generated between the grid line intersections.413

� Grid-Star, a new pattern that we introduce and that is aimed at pro-414

viding a more complete analysis of floor flatness by taking advantage415

of the density of data points available.416

The three pattern generation methods are described in Sections 5.2.2 to417

5.2.4. Before that, Section 5.2.1 discusses the method we use to validate418

the length and location of straightedges generated with either of the three419

methods above.420

5.2.1. Validation of straightedges421

Each generated straightedge must be validated against two criteria:422

length, and location.423

The distance between the two points must correspond to the specified424

straightedge length L (e.g. L = 2m for global flatness control). However,425

selected TLS points may not be exactly distant by L. We thus introduce426

a tolerance factor ε on the distance between the two points, i.e. we accept427

straightedges with length (1± ε)L; we use ε=2%.428

Then, as illustrated in Figure 3, it must be ensured that each generated429

straightedge is entirely contained within the floor – i.e. it does not cross430

any of the boundary segments – and is not closer to its boundary than a431
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pre-defined distance dboundary.432

Figure 3: Example of valid (green) and invalid (red) straightedge locations on a floor
(blue). The hatched surface highlights the parts of the floor that are closer than dboundary
from its boundary.

To check whether the straightedge intersects any of the boundary seg-433

ments, we work in the 2D coordinate system of the floor’s top face, on which434

we project the straightedge’s extremity points, s (→s′) and f (→f ′). We435

then employ the efficient method described in [34].436

To additionally check that no part of the straightedge is closer than437

dboundary to any of the boundary segments, we simply check that s′, f ′, and438

10cm point increments in between them are not closer than dboundary to the439

boundary. In our experiments, we use dboundary= 40cm.440

5.2.2. The Random method441

The Random method to generate straightedges simply consists in ran-442

domly selecting pairs of points from the point cloud associated to the floor’s443

top face. Each straightedge is then validated as described in Section 5.2.1.444

This process is iterated until a pre-defined number of straightedges has been445

obtained, e.g. 100 straightedges.446

The laser scanning measurement process leads to a heterogeneous spread447

of points on the floor, with most points located near the scanner. Therefore,448

a fully random selection of pairs of points would lead to a similar hetero-449

geneous spread of straightedges. To ensure that straightedges are homoge-450

neously and widely spread around the floor, we use the homogeneous floor451

decomposition provided by the array data structure defined in Section 5.1.2452

(see also Figure 2). To generate each straightedge, a cell is first randomly453

selected from the array, and a TLS point randomly selected from those con-454

tained in that cell. This point is the first extremity of the straightedge,455
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s. Then, the second extremity of the straightedge, f , is searched among456

all TLS points associated to the floor’s top face. Using the array structure,457

this search is accelerated by searching for points only within array cells that458

intersect a circle centred on s and with radius L (see Figure 4). Figure 6b il-459

lustrates the result obtained; the straightedges are homogeneously covering460

the floor surface.461

Figure 4: Illustration of the search for f using the array structure. f is searched among
the points located in the hatched array cells.

5.2.3. The Grid-Square method462

The Grid-Square method aims at creating a 2D square grid with spacing463

parameter L and then defining straightedges between all pairs of neighboring464

grid intersections. The orientation and size of the grid is determined using465

the main directions and dimensions of the floor’s top face. Straightedges466

are generated between neighboring grid intersections as long as these have467

valid TLS point associated to them (see Figure 5b).468

For each grid intersection, a valid associated point is identified as the469

closest TLS point within a neighborhood defined by the radius ρ (we use ρ=470

25mm). To quickly identify which TLS points are within this neighborhood,471

we use the array structure defined in Section 5.1.2 and test only those472

points that are within the cells intersecting the circle centered on the grid473

intersection and with radius ρ (see Figure 5b). If two valid neighbouring474

grid intersections are found, we then check the validity of the straightedge475

connecting them, as described in Section 5.2.1.476

An example of straightedges extracted using the Grid-Square method is477

shown in Figure 6c.478
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(a) The generated square grid.
The floor is in blue, the grid in
red, and two examples of straight-
edges are shown in green.

(b) The generation of a straightedge. The
array structure appears in orange, the
straightedge grid in red, and the straight-
edge in green.

Figure 5: Generation of straightedges in the Square-Grid method.

Overall, the Grid-Square method does not really make use of the den-479

sity of points provided by laser scanners and consequently leads to a partial480

assessment of floor flatness. The random method can more easily make use481

of the point density by simply increasing the number of straightedges to be482

generated. However, this process remains random and may require the gen-483

eration of an unnecessary large number of straightedges. Another straight-484

edge generation method is thus needed that would produce straightedges485

that altogether cover the floor completely (including in different directions),486

but that would achieve this without requiring an unnecessarily large number487

of straightedges to be generated. We propose one that we call Grid-Star.488

5.2.4. Grid-Star method489

This Grid-Star method uses a similar grid as the one used by the Grid-490

Square method. But, to ensure that straightedges are generated in all areas491

of the floor, the process is altered in two ways:492

� Additional grid lines and intersections are created at the end of the493

measurable floor section, even if these are closer than L to their neigh-494

bors.495

� Instead of generating straightedges using neighbouring grid intersec-496

tion points only, we generate a number of straightedges around each497

grid intersection point. For each grid intersection point, we generate498

many straightedges with their first extremity defined at that point499
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and the second extremities located on a circle (with radius L) around500

this first extremity. To ensure a homogeneous spread of straightedges501

around each grid intersection point, the second extremity points are502

searched at regular angular intervals, α.503

Figure 6d illustrates the result obtained for α=10◦. The star patterns can be504

seen around each grid intersection point, and comparison with the previous505

results (Figure 6b and 6c) shows that a more homogeneous and complete506

coverage of the floor is achieved with a reasonable number of straightedges.507

5.3. Find points under a straightedge and calculate deviation508

Once valid straightedges have been generated (using either of the three509

methods above), the next stage is to identify the points that are located510

under each straightedge, calculate the deviation for that straightedge and511

compare it to the tolerance.512

Given a straightedge r, we construct a local 3D coordinate system R =
(x;y; z) that uses its first extremity, s, as the origin and its direction, u, as
the x axis. The coordinate system is then entirely defined as follows:

x = u; y =
Z× x

‖Z× x‖
; z = x× y

where G = (X;Y;Z) is the global coordinate system, and × is the vector513

product operator. The homogeneous coordinates of s and f in the local514

coordinate system are thus sr = [0, 0, 0, 1]> and f r = [L, 0, 0, 1]>. Finally,515

we define the 3D rigid transformation Mr = (Rr|Tr) from the global coor-516

dinate system to the local coordinate system of r. Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2517

below detail the methods for finding the points under the straightedge and518

calculating the straightedge’s deviation.519

5.3.1. Find points under a straightedge520

To find which TLS points are under a straightedge r, we express each521

point, p, in r’s local coordinate system: pr =
[
xrp, y

r
p, z

r
p, 1
]>

= Mrp. Then,522

p is considered to be “under the straightedge” if: 0 ≤ xrp ≤ L and
∣∣yrp∣∣ ≤ ρ,523

where ρ is used to define an acceptable neighbourhood around the straight-524

edge for points to be considered “under” it (ρ=25mm). This is illustrated525

in Figure 7 that also shows how the array structure is used to accelerate the526

search for points under each straightedge.527
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(a) The point cloud of the floor in its
original colour.

(b) Random generation of 100 straight-
edges using the array structure.

(c) Grid-Square method.

(d) Grid-Star with α=10◦ .

Figure 6: The three different straightedge generation method considered: Random (b);
Grid-Square (c); Grid-Star (d).

5.3.2. Calculate deviation528

The calculation of the deviation of the floor under the straightedge re-529

quires the vertical coordinate z of each point p under it to be well estimated.530
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Figure 7: Use of the array structure to efficiently find points under a straightedge. Only
points contained in the hatched cells are tested.

To reduce the impact of measurement noise (random error) on the z coor-531

dinates, we recalculate these by averaging the values of all points in their532

neighborhoods; we use ρ=25mm as the neighborhood radius. We denote by533

p the resulting point.534

According to [35], each point’s deviation under the straightedge, δrp,535

should be measured along the global vertical axis and not perpendicularly536

to the straightedge. We thus calculate δrp using the following formula (see537

also Figure 8):538

δrp =
zrp
z>Z

(1)

with zrp the z coordinate of pr, i.e. p expressed in R.539

Figure 8: Calculation of the deviation of each point under a straightedge.

The overall straightedge deviation, ∆r, is then calculated as the differ-540

ence between the largest and smallest deviations measured for all points p541

(p) under the straightedge:542

∆r = max
({
δrp
})
−min

({
δrp
})

(2)
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The floor is then within compliance, if the measured straightedge deviations,543

∆r, do not exceed the defined tolerances. As discussed in Section 2.1.1,544

tolerances may be provided for 100% compliance only, or for both 100%545

and 90% compliance; our system supports both.546

6. Automated F-Numbers Method for Flatness Control547

We have also digitally encoded the F-Numbers method for floor flatness548

control, as described in ASTM E 1155-96 [14]. In our implementation, the549

control procedure is divided in three steps:550

1. Data pre-processing: The input to this stage is the geometry of the551

floor (expressed as a triangular mesh) and the point cloud associated552

to it. The same two data pre-processing steps as for the Straightedge553

method are then applied, i.e.: identification of points on the floor’s554

top face; and construction of the array structure for efficient point555

search. We thus refer the reader to Section 5.1 for details.556

2. Generate sampling lines: The input to this stage is the geometry557

of the top face of the floor and the point cloud associated to that558

face (organized in the search array structure). The process consists559

of generating sampling lines and points along those. The sampling560

must then be validated against several criteria (e.g. minimum length561

of sampling lines).562

3. Measure sample point elevations and calculate F-Numbers:563

The elevations of all sample points from the reference horizontal plane564

are calculated and subsequently used to calculate the F-Numbers FF565

and FL.566

The latter two stages are detailed in the following corresponding sub-sections.567

Note that, as for the Straightedge method, measurements must be con-568

ducted per floor section – i.e. continuous floor surface delimited by the569

floor’s boundary and joints. We assume that the 3D model already con-570

tains an appropriately divided floor.571

Furthermore, the F-Numbers method requires that the floor section be of572

minimum size, i.e. its shortest side is at least 8ft (∼2.4m) long, and its area573

A is at least 320sq.ft (∼30m2). These constraints are easily automatically574

checked using the mesh representation of the floor’s top face.575
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6.1. Generate Sampling Lines576

According to [14], sampling lines should be defined in two orthogonal577

directions, with their overall orientation depending on the dimensions of578

the slab. If the shortest side of the floor is larger than 25ft, the lines are579

defined along the longest side of the slab; otherwise the lines are defined580

oriented 45◦ . Parallel sampling lines should be spaced by SL≥4ft (∼1.2m),581

and sampling points along each line by SM=12in. (∼ 0.3m).582

To generate the sampling lines and points, we first define a 3D coordinate583

system, (x;y; z), local to the floor’s top face that uses as origin one of the584

floor corners connected to the longest side, and is oriented as defined above585

(see Figure 9). We also define the 3D transformation M = (R|T) from the586

global coordinate system (X;Y;Z) to the local coordinate system of the587

floor’s top face.588

Sampling locations outside the floor (see Figure 9) are naturally dis-589

carded. Furthermore, ASTM E 1155 [14] specifies that locations inside the590

slab but less than dboundary=2ft (∼0.6m) from its boundary must also be dis-591

carded, unless the area of exclusion is larger than 25% of the floor section’s592

surface A (see Figure 9).593

For each remaining sampling location, the closest TLS point is identified594

within the neighborhood radius ρ (ρ=25 mm) – this search is accelerated595

using the point array structure as described earlier. If no TLS point is596

found, the sampling location is flagged as being invalid.597

Once sample points have been defined, each sampling line must itself be598

validated, which requires that [14]: (a) it is at least 11ft long – we calculate599

the length as the distance between the first and last valid sampling points600

on that line; and (b) it contains at least 11 valid sample points. If the line601

is not valid, it and the corresponding sample points are discarded.602

Finally, the calculation of the F-Numbers is only permitted if, for the603

whole floor section, the number of pairs of valid sample points spaced by604

11ft is equal or larger than Nmin defined as:605

Nmin =

{
2
√
A if 320ft2 ≤ A ≤ 1600ft2,

A/30 if A > 1600ft2
(3)

where A is the surface of the floor’s top face. If this condition is not fulfilled,606

the F-numbers cannot be calculated for this floor section.607

6.2. Measure sample point elevations and calculate F-Numbers608

Similarly as in the Straightedge method, we reduce the impact of mea-609

surement noise by recalculating the elevation coordinate, z, of each sampling610
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(a) Lines generated along the x axis. (b) Lines generated along the y axis.

Figure 9: Illustration of the generation of sampling lines and locations (dots) used in the
F-Numbers method, in the case where lines must be oriented 45◦ . Valid sample points
are shown with a highlighted contour.

point by averaging the corresponding coordinate values of all TLS points in611

its neighborhood – we use ρ as neighbourhood radius and the array struc-612

ture to speed up the calculation. The formulas detailed in ASTM E 1155613

are finally applied that give the values of the F-Numbers FF and FL (see614

[14] for details).615

7. Experiments616

The proposed TLS-based system for floor flatness control was tested and617

validated using two real concrete floors.618

In particular, the Grid-Square Straightedge approach was applied to the619

two floors using both the proposed TLS-based system and the traditional620

manual control technique. This enabled a direct comparison of their results621

to validate the proposed TLS-based system. The other approaches – Ran-622

dom Straightedge, Grid-Star Straightedge and F-Numbers – were applied623

using only the proposed TLS-based system, and their results compared to624

each other.625

7.1. Datasets626

Two floors were randomly selected for our experiments. The first is627

the floor slab (6.40m × 6.70m) of the Acoustic Laboratory of the School628
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of the Built Environment at Heriot-Watt University (see Figure 10a). The629

second is a section (4.80m× 8.10m) of the concrete floor slab of the Drainage630

Laboratory in the same school (see Figure 10b). These slabs are both around631

25 years old, thus with potential ageing defects.632

(a) Acoustic Laboratory. (b) Drainage Laboratory.

Figure 10: The two concrete floors used for the experimental testing and validation of
the proposed automated Straightedge and F-Numbers methods.

7.2. Manual measurement633

For the manual measurement, we have carefully drawn a 2m grid on the634

floors with a chalk line so that the grid intersections, and consequently the635

straightedges, match those automatically generated by our system. Mea-636

surements were then conducted using a 2m long straightedge and a precision637

steel rule.638

7.3. TLS data collection and Scan-vs-BIM process639

The Acoustic Laboratory being a small fully enclosed room, the scanner640

had to be located on top of the slab, which resulted in a lack of data acquired641

under it. A second scan was thus acquired from a different location on the642

slab and the two scans co-registered. In the Drainage Laboratory, the test643

section of the floor was accessible, and could be scanned from one single644

location.645

All scans were acquired using a FARO Focus 3D [19] and saved in PTX646

format using the FARO Scene software. The FARO Scene software was also647

employed to co-register the two scans acquired in the Acoustic Laboratory.648

Following data acquisition, a 3D BIM model of each room was created649
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using Autodesk Revit, and saved in OBJ format. Then, the approach of650

Bosché [31] was used to register the laser scans with the 3D models, and651

match all TLS points to the different objects composing the 3D models of652

the rooms (see Figure 11). With our two datasets, this process resulted in653

approximately 6 million TLS points matched to the floor of the Acoustic654

Laboratory, and approximately 1 million points matched to the floor of the655

Drainage Laboratory.656

Figure 11: Illustration of the Scan-vs-BIM process with the Acoustic Laboratory data.

7.4. Processing parameters657

Our implementations of the Straightedge and F-Numbers methods use a658

number of parameters. These can be defined by the user through a graphical659
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interface, but the values reported in Table 4 have been found appropriate660

and were used in all the experiments reported here.661

The remaining required parameters simply include the surface flatness662

tolerances (maximum deviations, or F-Numbers). These are currently pro-663

vided by the user through a graphical interface. However, as discussed664

in Section 2.3, it is envisioned that these could be accessed directly from665

specifications integrated within the project BIM model (e.g. by using NBS666

Create [30]).667

Stage Parameter Description Value
Pre-processing

darray Cell size of point search array 50mm
ρ Point neighbourhood radius 25mm

Straigthedge processing
ε Tolerance on straightedge length 2%
α Minimum angle between straight-

edges (Grid-Star method)
10◦

dboundary Minimum distance of straightedge
to floor boundary

40cm

Table 4: Processing parameters.

7.5. Reporting results668

Once the software has finished the flatness control calculations, the re-669

sults can be reviewed in two complementary ways:670

� In the software: For the straightedge approach, all straightedges are671

displayed in the 3D environment interface on the floor’s top face, and672

are coloured based on whether they are within tolerance (e.g. see673

example in Figure 13a). For the F-Numbers method, all sampling674

lines are displayed. In addition to the 3D visualization, the software675

summarizes all results in a message display window.676

� In a spreadsheet : The quality control results can also be saved in a677

spreadsheet that can be explored with common spreadsheet software678

packages. For the Straightedge method, the spreadsheet lists informa-679

tion for each straightedge (e.g. ID, coordinates of extremities, number680

of points under it, maximum deviation) and on the overall compliance681

analysis (e.g. tolerance, 100% compliance, 90% compliance). For the682

F-Numbers method, the spreadsheet lists all necessary information as683

specified in ASTM E1155 [14], namely: for each sampling line, all684
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measured point elevations (and derived d, q and z values) and Ff/Fl685

values; for the floor section, the FF/FL values along with their respec-686

tive 90% confidence intervals.687

8. Results and analysis688

8.1. Straightedge approach with Grid-Square method689

8.1.1. Quality Performance690

Figure 12 summarizes the experimental results obtained for the Grid-691

Square Straightedge approach (for global flatness control). It gives a top692

view of the straightedges generated by our system (and subsequently man-693

ually measured for comparison), and a summary of the comparison of the694

results obtained by our system and manually. The following conclusions695

can be drawn from these results:696

� Using 4%, 10% or 25% of the initial point clouds did not have any697

major impact on the final results – 4% equates to 240,000 points for698

the Acoustic Laboratory floor and 40,000 for the Drainage Laboratory.699

This means that it is not necessary to conduct extremely dense scans,700

which can save quite some time on the overall process, as highlighted701

in next section.702

� Some differences between the deviations obtained using the manual703

and TLS-based approaches can be observed. Arguably, significant dif-704

ferences can be observed for straightedges 4 and 5; but it is unclear705

whether this is due to some systematic error in the manual measure-706

ment or the laser scanning. These two cases aside, the differences707

appear small, and this is confirmed by the statistical analysis results708

reported in the bottom tables of Figure 12. These reveal that the709

average difference between the manual and TLS-based measurements710

of the deviation under a straightedge is 1mm or less, and that there711

is clearly no statistical difference between them.712

� Most importantly, not only are the differences between the manual713

and TLS-based approach small, but the maximum overall deviation714

(which is used to assess the overall floor compliance) is found by both715

approaches to be coming for the same straightedge.716
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Overall, although these results need to be confirmed with additional test717

data, they suggest that the proposed TLS-based approach outputs straight-718

edge deviations that are similar to those obtained using the traditional719

manual measurement approach.720

8.1.2. Time performance721

It is also important to compare the time necessary to perform surface722

flatness control using the manual and our TLS-based approaches. The man-723

ual global flatness control required 3 hours (17 straightedges) for the slab of724

the Acoustic Laboratory and 1.5 hours (10 straightedges) for the Drainage725

Laboratory slab. In comparison, the TLS-based approach took around 1726

hour 50 minutes overall for the Acoustic Laboratory and 1 hour overall for727

the Drainage Laboratory. Table 5 provides a breakdown of those times.728

These results highlight two interesting things:729

� Half the time required by the TLS-based approach was spent acquiring730

data (scanning). The rather long scanning times were due to the use731

of scanning settings enabling the acquisition of data with sufficient732

accuracy. When compared to standard setting which can give up to733

976,000 points per second [19], this lead to an increase in scanning time734

by a factor of five. Furthermore, the scans were conducted with very735

high density, that our experiments have shown not to be necessary.736

It is expected that continuous improvements in scanning technology737

and the reduction in scan density will lead to significant reductions738

in scanning times, hence reducing the time required for conducting739

quality control tasks using the proposed approach.740

� The time spent for global flatness control using the Grid-Square method741

was typically less than 1 minute (in fact around 10 seconds). This in-742

dicates that other straightedge generation methods could be employed743

(e.g. Random or Grid-Star) that would deliver more complete and re-744

liable results without impacting the overall flatness control duration.745

8.2. Straightedge approach with Random and Grid-Star methods746

Figure 13 summarizes the results obtained with the Grid-Star and Ran-747

dom Straightedge approaches. Note that to enable a fair comparison of748

these two approaches, the number of straightedges generated by the Ran-749

dom method was set to the number generated by the Grid-Star method –750
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Difference (mm)
Mean St.Dev.

1.2 1.0

T-Test (two-tail; α=0.05)
t stat. t crit. p-value
0.57 2.12 0.57

(a) Acoustic Laboratory.

Difference (mm)
Mean St.Dev.

0.7 0.4

T-Test (two-tail; α=0.05)
t stat. t crit. p-value
1.24 2.26 0.24

(b) Drainage Laboratory.

Figure 12: Quality performance of the proposed TLS-based system. 3D View : The
straightedges generated by our TLS-based system using the Straightedge Grid-Square
approach, and subsequently measured manually. Plot : Comparison of the individual
straightedge deviations obtained by our system (using 4%, 10% and 25% of the initial
scan) and by manual measurement; the straightedge are sorted by manual measurement
deviation; comparison is also provided for the average and maximum measured devia-
tions. Table: Statistical analysis of the difference in straightedge deviations obtained
manually and using the proposed TLS-based approach (using 10% of the initial laser
scans). The first table provides the mean and standard deviations of the differences.
The bottom table summarizes the result of the paired T-Test with null hypothesis “the
difference between the deviations is null” and assuming unequal variance.

i.e. 230 straightedges for the Acoustic Laboratory floor, and 320 straight-751

edges for the Drainage laboratory floor. These results highlight a couple of752
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Process Stages Acoustic Lab Drainage Lab
Scanning 2x30 min 30 min
Scan Pre-processing (Faro Scene) 20 min 10 min
Scan-vs-BIM 25 min 15 min
Flatness Control (Grid-Square) <1 min <1 min
Total 1 hr 50 min 1 hr

Table 5: Approximate durations recorded when performing the control procedure using
the TLS-based approach. Processing times are reported when using 10% of the original
scan data. Scan Pre-processing refers to the multi-scan registration and point cloud ex-
port conducted with the Faro Scene software package; Scan-vs-BIM refers to the process
described in Section 4; Flatness Control refers to the process described in Section 5.

things:753

� The two methods provide deviations measurements that widely cover754

the surface of the floor, but the Grid-Star method leads to more ho-755

mogeneously spread straightedges.756

� Both methods achieve similar results with regard to maximum de-757

viation. These deviations are larger than those obtained using the758

Grid-Square method, but this was expected because these two meth-759

ods generate straightedges that cover more surface and are thus more760

likely to identify localized surface irregularities. In fact, all our ex-761

periments used a 100% global flatness tolerance of 10mm, and it can762

be seen that the Random and Grid-star approaches both identified763

an area of the Acoustic Laboratory floor that was non-compliant, and764

this area was missed by the Grid-Square method (see Figure 12).765

Regarding time performance, the flatness control processing times using766

the Random and Grid-Star methods were both minimal: less than 15 sec-767

onds for the Drainage laboratory, and less than 2 minutes for the Acoustic768

laboratory (this longer time is due to the larger number of straightedges769

and larger TLS point cloud associated to the floor). Therefore, the overall770

durations of the flatness control operation are the same as those reported771

for the Grid-Square method (Table 5). But in contrast, if the Random and772

Grid-Star methods were to be applied manually with the same number of773

straightedges as here, then the overall durations of the control operation774

would have been in the order of 35 hours for the Acoustic Laboratory slab775

and 23 hours for the Drainage Laboratory slab. The proposed TLS-based776

system thus enables more complete and reliable flatness control in signifi-777

cantly shorter times than the manual way.778
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Deviation (mm)
Stat.

Grid-Squ. Rand. Grid-Star
Max. 7.6 11.3 11.4
Mean 4.4 4.7 4.5

(a) Acoustic Laboratory.

Deviation (mm)
Stat.

Grid-Squ. Rand. Grid-Star
Max. 4.3 6.6 6.6
Mean 3.3 3.3 3.5

(b) Drainage Laboratory.

Figure 13: Results achieved with the proposed TLS-based system using the Straightedge
Random and Grid-Star approaches. The top images show the top views of the slab
with the generated straightedges. The bottom tables report the mean and maximum
deviations reported by these two methods in comparison to those obtained using the
Grid-Square method.

8.3. F-Numbers approach779

Figure 14 summarizes the results obtained by our system using the F-780

Numbers approach. To be able to assess the appropriateness of the values781

reported, we also applied the Straightedge Grid-Star approach with 3m782

(∼10ft) straightedges and compared the results using the rough equivalences783

summarized in Table 3. The following conclusions can be drawn from these784

results:785

� Similarly to the Straightedge approach, no significant differences are786
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observed when 4%, 10% or 25% of the initial scans are used, which787

means that it is not necessary to conduct extremely dense scans.788

� In the case of the Acoustic Laboratory, the reported FF value appears789

consistent with the deviation obtained using the 3m straightedge ap-790

proach. In the case of the Drainage Laboratory, the values are a little791

less consistent (FF=17.9 is normally equivalent to a 9mm gap). This792

apparent difference may be due to the incomplete surface coverage793

of the F-Numbers method, and/or simply the approximations in the794

equivalences between the two methods provided in Table 3.795

Overall, while these results should be confirmed through more exten-796

sive experiments, they suggest that the proposed TLS-based F-Numbers797

approach provides results that are likely similar to those that would be798

obtained using traditional measurement methods.799

9. Conclusion800

TLS and BIM technologies offer great opportunities to improve the com-801

pleteness, reliability and efficiency of dimensional quality control operations.802

This paper focused on the case of surface regularity control and presented803

an approach that integrates TLS and BIM technologies to significantly au-804

tomate floor flatness control. TLS is used to acquire dense 3D point clouds805

of surfaces to be controlled. The data is then registered in the coordinate806

system of the project 3D BIM model, that could be previously augmented807

with construction specifications, in particular dimensional tolerances. The808

proposed system then automatically (1) matches TLS points to the BIM809

model objects, and (2) applies specified dimensional control procedures to810

the floor data. The Straightedge and F-Numbers flatness control techniques811

have both been encoded so that they can be applied to any floor section812

with matched TLS points. Furthermore, for the straightedge technique,813

three different straightedge generation methods have been considered: Ran-814

dom, Grid-Square and Grid-Star; the latter being a novel method that we815

proposed.816

Two real concrete slabs were used as cases studies for experimentally817

testing and validating the proposed system. The results of these experi-818

ments lead to the following conclusions:819

� Straightedge approach:820
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FF Straightedge
15.4 (13.9–17.0) 10.8

(a) Acoustic Laboratory.

FF Straightedge
17.9 (15.7–20.1) 7.4

(b) Drainage Laboratory.

Figure 14: Results achieved with the proposed TLS-based system using the F-Numbers
approach. Images: top views of the slabs with the generated measurment sampling
lines. Plots: F-Numbers with 90% confidence intervals obtained for different TLS point
sampling rates. Tables: FF values with 90% confidence intervals (obtained using 10%
of the initial TLS datasets) in comparison with the maximum deviations obtained using
the Straightedge Grid-Star approach using 3m straightedges.

– In terms of quality performance, the system compares favourably821

with the traditional manual measurement approach with regard822

to both individual straightedge deviation and overall floor com-823

pliance.824

– In terms of time performance, the system is able to conduct a825

large amount of straightedge deviation measurements in negligi-826

ble times. This means that more complete, hence more reliable827

flatness control results can be achieved with potentially signifi-828

cantly shorter durations than if traditional manual methods were829

used.830

– The Random and Grid-Star methods both showed similar per-831
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formances, generating straightedges covering floor surfaces well.832

However, the Grid-Star appears better as its surface coverage833

is slightly better, more homogeneous. Furthermore, the Grid-834

Star method has the clear advantage of employing a predictable835

straightedge generation approach, which means that it could be836

easily re-applied to the data by any stakeholder to confirm the837

results.838

� F-Numbers approach:839

– The procedure described in ASTM E1155 [14] has been imple-840

mented. The comparison of its results with those obtained with841

the 3m straightedge approach suggests that it also performs well,842

although this requires further validation.843

– The F-Numbers approach could easily be applied using a denser844

set of sampling lines to get more complete surface regularity anal-845

yses. However, we note that ASTM E1155 [14] currently specifies846

that these lines should not be closer than 4ft – the reason behind847

this minimum spacing is unclear to the authors.848

� Overall:849

– The results demonstrate that TLS can provide data with suf-850

ficient accuracy to conduct standard surface regularity control.851

This is very important, as there has been some (justified) scep-852

ticism about whether the accuracy of laser scanners is sufficient853

for such applications.854

– The results further demonstrate that, for projects designed and855

planned using BIM models, the proposed approach using TLS856

and a Scan-vs-BIM -based process could be used to control the857

regularity of standard surfaces more automatically, reliably (be-858

cause using far more complete measurements), and faster. In859

addition to time and cost savings, this would ultimately increase860

the confidence of contractors and clients as to whether surfaces861

are within specifications (i.e. risk reduction).862

– The control data and results are automatically linked to the863

project BIM model objects. They can thus be easily shared and864

controlled by other project stakeholders. Furthermore, since the865

F-Numbers and Straightedge Grid-Star methods are repeatable,866

these other stakeholders could easily and efficiently re-apply them867

to control the reported results.868
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– Although this paper focused on surface regularity, the proposed869

system could be employed similarly to perform other types of di-870

mensional control. Furthermore, it could be used not only with871

TLS, but also with other sensing technologies like photogram-872

metric systems or ground-penetrating radar – as long as these873

can acquire 3D data with accuracy sufficient to ensure the relia-874

bility of the control results.875

Despite being very promising, these initial results still require further876

validation using datasets from a wide range of surfaces/floors (including877

newly constructed) and comparable results obtained using traditional man-878

ual methods. In fact, a direct comparison of the F-Numbers results obtained879

by our system with those obtained with current methods remains to be con-880

ducted.881

The proposed system relies on the availability of a laser scanner and882

project BIM model. This certainly prevents it from being used on all883

projects currently. However, it is clear that the AEC/FM industry is adopt-884

ing these two technologies at an extremely rapid pace, so that they will885

likely be available on many, if not all projects in the future. The proposed886

approach will then be widely implementable.887

Although the results presented here are promising and the Random and888

Grid-Square methods can be used in our system to deliver analyses of sur-889

faces that are more complete physically, it is argued that none of the exist-890

ing surface regularity assessment method (including the Straightedge and891

F-Numbers methods ) provides a unified analysis of the full spectrum of892

floor waviness frequencies. Therefore, future work could include the inves-893

tigation of more advanced approaches, such as Fourier frequency analysis894

techniques, that would overcome this issue. However, it must be noted that895

the type of results that such more advanced approaches would deliver would896

then likely require new types of tolerances and standards be defined.897
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